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1. INTRODUCTION est aerosol activated, ac, by integrating (1) over
all aerosols larger than ac, whidl yields

Droplet nucleation is a fundamental cloud pro- 1

The number of aerosols activated to form N = N==[1- erf(zc)].cess. (2)
cloud droplets influences not only the number of
aerosols scavenged by clouds but also the size of where
the cloud droplets (Twomey, 1977). Cloud droplet In(acam)
size influences the cloud albedo (Charlson e_ al., ¢c _ v_s (3)

1992) and the conversion of cloud water to pre- and eft(x)is the error function. Noting that eft(z)
cipitation (Albrecht, 1989; Radke el al., 1989). can be approximated to within 5% by the hyper-
Global aerosol models are presently being devel- bolic tangent, tanh(2z/v_, the expression for the
oped with the intention of coupling with global at- number nucleated reduces to
mospheric circulation models to evaluate the infiu-

A'a
ence of aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions on N = (4)

climate (Erickson e_ al., 1991; Langner and Rodhe, (._=_.)_1991; Charlson et al., 1991; Penner et al., 1991). 1-4- . ._,-
If these and other coupled models are to address

where b = 4/(_x/_s). Because the number nu-issues of aerosol-cloud interactions, the droplet nu- •
cleation process must be adequately represented, cleated depends only on the known total aerosol

number, s and an, and the unknown ac, the prob-
Bere we introduce a dropiet nucleation parame-
terization that offers certain advantages over the lem reduces to thai of solving for ac.
popular 2rwomey (1959) parameterization. .The radius of the smallest aerosol activated is - : :.

determined from the balance at maximum super-

2. PARAMETERIZATION saturation, wlu, = _)_.C, between supersaturation
.................. forcing by upward motion and supersaturation re-

duction by condensation, where ¢] and _)2 can beThe parameterization relies on several simpli .....
fying approximations. First, the aerosol size dis- considered constant during the nucleation process.
tribution is represented as a log-normal size dis- The condensation rate is more readily expressed in

terms of the droplet size distribution rather than
tribution, aerosol size distribution,

dn Nc [ (ln(a/a,,)_ _"]di.'-'-';= [- ,)o.,.. (I) c = o, od,_
where N_ is the total aerosol number concentra- where droplet growth is assumed to be due entirely
tion, am is the number mode radius, and _ = In a to diffusion of water vapor,
is the natural logarithm of the standard devia-

tion #. The number nucleated can be expressed dr ( A B_. 3)in terms of N=. am, _, and the radius of the small- r-_ = G S - --r _" _ " (6)



I0: -

Here S = q,_/qs - 1 is the supersaturation with

respect to a plane surface of liquid water, and _ ,'
the parameters G.A, and B depend on the ma- _ ,'

¢¢

terial properties of water vapor, liquid water, and
aerosol (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). ._ 101 ,'

The condensation rate is expressed in terms ._ / _
of the aerosol size distribution by a._suming the --- : "'>i"
droplet radius r at maximum supersaturation is -_ .,_

Sgiven by the critical radius for activation of the = 0 0wet aerosol as a cloud condensation nuclei, i.e., at " l

= //
the maximum of the KShler curve for the aerosol, o
Then

r = Ha al" (7)

where H depends on the aerosol composition. 10.1Equation (7) is the most significant approx- , _ ...... I ........ t ........ J
imation involved in deriving the nucleation pa- 10 "2 10"1 100 101

rameterization. By neglecting droplet growth be- Aerosol dr3.,radius (.ttm)
:_,m the time of activation and the time of max-

,.: supersaturation, the droplet size is under- Figure 1: Cloud droplet radius at maximum super-
estimated. Figure 1 shows the droplet radius at saturation plotted as a function of aerosol dry ra-

maximum supersaturation as a function of aerosol dius, as parame',erized (dashed line) and as simu-
dry radius as predicted by (7) and as simulated lated by a detailed size-resolving nucleation model

by the detailed size-resolving nucleation model of (solid line). In the si:_ulations the dry aerosol size
Edwards and Penner (1988). As expected, the distribution is assumed to be log-normal with a
droplet radius is underestimated for aerosols some- number mode radius of 0.05 microns and a stan-
what larger than the smallest aerosol activated dard deviation of 2. The aerosol is assumed to

(those aerosols with dry radius smaller than ac be completely soluble with a total number con-
are not plotted). Flowever, the size of droplets centration of 1000 cm -a The updraft velocity is

formed on aerosols much larger than the smallest prescribed at 50 cms -1.
activated aerosol is actually overestimated. Such

large particles fail to grow to the maximum of the
KShler curve by the time maximum supersatura- _ remarkably well, as we shall demonstrate.

tion is achieved. Although droplet size is overesti- The smallest aerosol that can be activated for

mated by (7) in this case, the number of droplets a given supersaturation is determined b.v subsfi-
involved will be ver.v small unless the aerosol num- tuting (7) in (6) with droplet growth set to zero,
ber mode radius am is much larger tha_ ac. But ii which yields

a_. >> a_ then according to (4) most of the aerosols " ' .... "2A

are activated anyway, so the error indroplet size rc = Ha¢.al_" = 3""_' (8)
will have little impact on the number of droplets

nucleated. Thus, we expect the most serious er- Note that (8) is not an approxSznation, as the
rors in the droplet size to occur when am "- ac smallest particles activated have no time to grow
and droplet size is underestimated by (7). By un- beyond their critical size.
derestimating the droplet size, we underes.,_imate As a brief digression, note that the activation
the droplet growth rate and hence the condensa- spectrum for a log-normal aerosol size distribution
tion rate. The maximum supersaturation is con- can be determined from (4) and (8). yielding

sequently overestimated, which implies too many No
aerosols activated. In addition, the approximation A" = (9)

•_ 2_/3"

(also leads to the incorrect result that the number 1 _ a_'s)
nucleated is independent of both the aerosol com-
position and the mode radius of the aerosol size If the fraction of aerosol activated is small then
distribution. Yet the parameterization performs (9) is consistent with the form of'Iwomey's slm-



pie activation spectrum, N = cS k with k = 2b/3. Table 1. Scalinc factor for coefficient c.
However. for large S the two activation spectrums a,_ ium,
diverge significantly, with Twomey's expression e U.U1 U.O2 U.Ub U.. U.15 U.2
yielding nucleation numbers exceeding the total 0101 220.1 66.1 1_.3 4.4 2.6 2.9
aerosol number concentration. 0.1 67.9 20.9 5.0 2.0 1.3 1.3

Applying (7) to the expression for the conden- 0.2 47.8 I3.2 3.4 1.5 1.3 1.3

sation rate in terms of droplet growth, (5), the 0.5 24.5 7.5 2.3 1.3 1.3 1.2
condensation rate can be expressed in terms of the 1.0 15.3 4.9 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2
aerosol size distribution and ac,

C = U a 3/2 dn Having scaled c to account for aerosol sotubil-
- 1 _-ada (10) it.',' and mode radius, the parameterization of the

" number nucleated can be compared with the de-

where tailed simulations for different vertical velocities
8rpw GA and total aerosol numbers. Figure 2 shows a scat°

U -- 3p (11) ter diagrazn of the number nucleated as parameter-
ized versus the number nucleated as simulated, for

Again assuming a log-normal aerosol size distri- aerosol numbers ranging from 50 to 5000 cm -3 and
_. _tion, and equating the reduction in supersatu- vertical velocities ranging from 1 to 500 cms -1.
_._tion by condensation to the increase in supersa_- The errors are 500£ or less, which is remarkable

uration by adiabatic cooling at maximum super- considering the range in aerosol number and ver-
saturation, a complicated function of ac results, tical velocity.
One final approximation then yields the pararne- Absolute errors as large as 50% are somewhat
terization for the number nucleated, worrisome. Fortunately, relative errors are sub-

N 1 stantially smaller. Figure 3 shows the sensitiv-
m = (12) ity of the number nucleated to changes in aerosol
Na 1 + cN,21w number, a_"o--_,, as simulated against that param-

eterized. The sensitivity ranges from one for lowwhere the coefficient' c depends on numerous
aerosol concentrations and high vertical velocities,

known factors, including the standard deviation
to zero for high aerosol concentrations and lowof the aerosol size distribution but not the mo(le

radius a,_ nor the aerosol composition, vertical velocities. The parameterization is highlyaccurate at both of these limits. Errors for inter- -....
To account for the dependence of the number

mediate cases are typically 10% and never exceed
nucleated on aerosol mode radius and composition 20%.
we resort to detailed numerical solutions of the nu-

cleation process. The coefficient e is then scaled .........
3. COMPARISON WITH TWOME¥'S PAIR.AM-

so that the difference between the parameteriza- - ETERIZATION
tion and the detailed solution is minimized. The

values of the scaling factor are listed in Table 1 Twome._:'s (1959) droplet nucleation parame ....
for aerosol mode radius ranging from 0.01 to 0.2 terization is widely used, and hence must be con-

microns and soluble mass fraction ¢ ranging from . sidered a standard againm which other parameter-
0.01 to 1. The values of the scaling factor are all izarions should be compared. To do so we considerlarger than one and are insensitive to the aerosol
mode radius and solubility for aerosol mode radii again a log-normal aerosol size distribution. The

activation spectrum for such a distribution is given
larger than 0.05 microns and soluble mass frac- by (9), which differs from Twomev:s logarithmic
tions larger than 10%. For smaller or less soiu- " "

ble aerosols, the scaling factor can be quite large, spectrum,
N = cS k (13)which suggests that a single value for the scaling .

factor for all mode radii and compositions is in- unless the fraction nucleated is small. When the

appropriate. Variations in the scaling factor can fraction nucleated is small the parameters c and k

be accounted for in a model by using Table 1 as a can be determined by comparing (9) and (13). The
look-up table, number nucleated then follows from Twomey's ex-
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as parameterized versus the number nucleated as the number nucleated to changes in aerosol num-
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simulated for aerosol numbers ranging from 50 to ber, o-'XT
5000 cm -_ and vertical velocities ranging from 1 to
500 cms -1. The parameterized number includes

scaling of the coefficient c by a factor dependent paring figures 2 and 4. it is apparent that the
only on the aerosol mode radius and composition, new parameterization yields generally somewhat
The aerosol is assumed to be completeJy soluble smaller errors than "l'womey's parameterization.

and log-normally distributed with a mode radius lt is noteworthy that the new parameterization re-
of 0.05 /_m and a standard deviation of 2. The quires no bound on the number nucleated.
scaled value of the coefficient c is 0.032 cm4 s -1.

4. R.EALISTIC SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

pression for the rnaxfmum supersaturation .......

Figure 4 shows a scatter diagram of the number One hmitation of the parameterization (12) is
nucleated as parameterized according to Twomey its reliance on the log-normal approximation for .......

(1959) and as simulated for a log-normal aerosol - the aerosol size distribution. Observed aerosol'size .........
size distribution (a,_ = 0.05 microns, ¢ = .2) and _ distributions are often multimodal or skewed. 3?o

the same ranges in aerosol number and ver_icat ..... evaluate the applicabihty of the nucleation param-; : : :: ....
velocity as above. For cases in which the verti- . ererization to more general, aerosol size distribu- .....

tions, we employ a realistic bimocial aerosol sizecal velocity is large or the aerosol number is small .

the logarithmic approximation for the activation • " distribution and compare the number nucleated as "
spectrum breaks down, and "]?womey's parameter- parameterized with that calculated by the detailed
ization predicts droplet numbers exceeding the to- droplet nucleation model.
tai aerosol number. To correct this obvious weak- Our test of the parameterization utilizes the

ness. the parameterized droplet number has been "group 3" aerosol size distribution of Quinn e_
bounded by the total aerosol number. Thus, some a1.(1990), illustrated in Figure 5. This distribu-

of the points in figure 4 tha.,., lie on the diagonal tion is markedly birnodal, with modes at radii of
(i.e.. those for which the parameterized number 0.02 and 0.1 #m. The standard deviation of the
equals the simulated number) are a result of the distribution is 2.0 and mean number radius is 0.05
bound on droplet number and do not represent /zm. The parameter values are used for _r and a,_
skill in the parameterization. The other points in the parameterization.
indicate errors as large as a factor of three. Com- Figure 6 shows a scatter diagram for the pa-
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_5_Lc 4: As in Figure 2, but for the Twomey Figure 5: Size distribution of aerosol number for

(1959) parameterization. Quinn el a1.(1990) "group 3" aerosol.

rameterized versus detailed solutions using the re- of the fraction nucleated on vertical velocity and
alistic aerosol size distribution. The errors al>- total aerosol number concentration.

pear to be comparable to those for the log-normal The treatment of droplet nucleation in this pa-
aerosol size distribution. We conclude that moder- per has been restricted to the case of a single

ate bimodality in the aerosol size distribution does aerosol species that can be characterized by a sin-

not degrade the performance of the nucleation pa- gle log-normal size distribution. The resulting pa-
razneterization, rameterization was found to be independent of the

aerosol composition and mode radius of the size

5. CONCLUSIONS distribution unless a correction factor is applied ......
The treatment of the more realistic case of an ex-

The droplet nucleation parameterization pre- ternal mi_ure of aerosol species, ua which species
sented here offers several advantages over the pop- of different composition and size distribution com-
uiar 2"womey scheme. First, it does not require an _. pete with each other in the nucleation process, will ......
artificial bound on the droplet number under con- be addressed in future work. In the meantime, in

ditions of high updraft velocity or low aerosol con- ." a paper prepared for submission-to Atmosphemc .
centration. The sensitivity of droplet number to .... Research we provide a more complete derivation ....

changes in aerosol number under such conditions of the parameterization for single aerosol species.
is consequently more accurate in the new parame- " "
terization than in the Twomey scheme. Second, it ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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